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GSP Coin Whitepaper

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

Investment risks

Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all investors. You should

carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to

trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.

No Advice: 

This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable

commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion

that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to

purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can be used in the

formation of a contract or an investment decision. 

It is our firm belief that the information provided in this white paper is accurate and up to date and

that all products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are

accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed without notice,

and they can never be considered a signatory agreement of advice.

Compliance with tax obligations:

Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if any, apply to

their transactions. The Website's owners or authors are not responsible for determining which

taxes apply to transactions.

It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you have any doubts, get advice

from legal, financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of the information provided

here is not intended to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of different

contractual arrangements.

Limitation of liability

GSP Coin team shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this

website's material, including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations,

charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses of

trading assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of the

riskiest investing options. There's a chance you'll lose your whole investment.
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INTRODUCING GLOBAL SOCIAL POST 

Global Social Post is a social media automation tool for businesses, small to
enterprise-sized. With this versatile tool, expect to enjoy a ton of features such
as social media scheduling, calendar management, content curation, robust
analytics, client management, and more.
Additionally, it doesn’t matter what social media channel you are using
because Global Social Post has your needs covered. That being said, you can
integrate accounts from LinkedIn, Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, YouTube,
Instagram (Direct Publishing), and TikTok simultaneously with the tool.
When it comes to working with a team to manage social media, Global Social
Post makes it a smooth-sailing process. With a smooth approval and feedback
workflow, you don’t need to switch to other apps to communicate with other
collaborators.
Team members and clients can share their feedback on posts created on the
tool by leaving comments that others can see. Plus, Global Social Post’s
dedicated comment section neatly keeps internal and external communication
separate.

https://globaladsmedia.us/
https://globalsocialpost.com/
https://www.socialpilot.co/social-media-scheduling
https://globalsocialpost.com/
https://globalsocialpost.com/
https://globalsocialpost.com/
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INTRODUCING GLOBAL ADS MEDIA 

From direct response to brand performance, and innovative creatives to

analytics, Global Ads Media delivers results custom to your needs.

Reach quality users worldwide at scale across all media channels.

We love digital and we master it. Our team delivers non-stop service,

creativity and expertise, always!

Global Ads Media provides a single gateway to all media channels, delivering

maximum results to our advertisers and media partners. Global Ads Media lead

you from complexity to opportunity and bring you results at scale. Global Ads

Media provide solutions for all the digital marketing channels and also online

audiences research. We generate the best results for advertisers and

publishers, Worldwide.

Our optimization techniques accelerates campaign performance via a layered

approach. Combining tracking, data and business intelligence in real time, the

Global Ads Media optimization team delivers the most effective results for

performance and branding advertising campaigns.

Our highly experienced media acquisition team will help you to create an

excelent media planning and buying strategy in order to enhance your

campaign strategy. Aiming the right type of audience, target, verticals and

media types, we can make a difference in your daily incomes. It's a winning

formula for smarter ad planning, more precise targeting and better revenue

results for all of our Advertisers and Media Partners. With a high-experienced

seniors team connected to our global network of advertisers and media

partners, we are always on, always working for you.

https://globaladsmedia.us/
https://globaladsmedia.us/
https://globaladsmedia.us/
https://globaladsmedia.us/
https://globaladsmedia.us/
https://globaladsmedia.us/
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INTRODUCING GSP COIN 

Did you get tired of trading on old traditional platforms, finding out too late

about amazing tokens which everyone seemed to already know about?

Well, trading on GSP Coin sounds like an alternative. It's officially over for

traditional trading, hoping that you don’t get front run by a bot and instead,

you have GSP Coin. Thanks to strong security  financial engineering and

clever tokenomics, GSP Coin is fairer for all investors. GSP Coin is a project

that aims to build a new ecosystem for digital and mobile advertising,

allowing advertisers to create and manage campaigns through our

platforms with complete automation. A revolutionary Real Time Bidding

system allows advertisers to gain most of the required web traffic and track

the result of their investments in a completely automated fashion. The GSP

Coin token will serve as the platform’s internal currency and will be used

within the ecosystem. The process utilizes multi layer protocol for tracking

and the full platform for both encryption and interrogation of the contracts.

GSP Coin goal to become an intermediary is to simplify the transparency

and security process by creating an accessible gateway to blockchain

technology for the digital widely spread on twitter and Commercial

Payments arena.

https://globaladsmedia.us/
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GSP Coin is a Cryptocurrency, tied to Digital Advertising and Marketing. Its

focus is on bridging the gap between cryptocurrencies and the digital

advertising and marketing industries currently, GSP Coin (GSP) has been

targeted specifically at advance tech companies in the retail industry. GSP

Coin’s mission is to bridge the gap between traditional finance and blockchain

based transactions via its blockchain protocol. The GSP Coin token will serve

as the platform’s internal currency and will be used within the ecosystem. GSP

Coin is a decentralized financial technology accessible to everyone that is fast,

reliable and secure with negligible transaction costs. GSP Coin has its own

blockchain, which is a fork of Raptoreum codebase with ASIC resistant POW

algorithm and consensus ensuring Smart nodes which make the network

immune to 51% attacks. GSP Coin coins can be mined on both CPU and GPU.

GSP Coin cares about privacy and has an integrated Coinjoin mechanism that

allows to hide the balance directly in the wallet. We see our decentralized

platform, incentivizing those in need, with a reward for betterment. While also

creating opportunities for the rest of the platform’s users,

COIN UTILITY
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Coin Symbol: GSPC

Total Coin Distribution: 6B (6,000,000,000)

Premined- 0.833333%

Algorithm: Ghostrider

Initial Block Reward: 2525

Average Block Time: 240 seconds / 4 minutes

Smartnode Rewards Activation: 5000 Blocks + 10 active Smartnodes

Block Reward Distribution:

Miner- 64%

Smartnode- 34%

Promotional and Community rewards- 2%

Below mentioned is changes in rewards distribution every 100k blocks:

Every 100k blocks rewards will increase by 100 until we reach 1100000 blocks.

After 1100000 blocks every 100k blocks rewards will start decreasing by 100 till

2000000 blocks. Smartnode Collateral will start from 1m (1,000,000) from

block 5000 till 100000, similarly every 100k blocks collateral will increase by

100k till 1100000 blocks. After that it will remain constant till the last block

2000000.

COIN DISTRIBUTION



Smartnode
  Collateral

Block Numbers Block Reward
Miner Reward

64%
Smartnode

Reward 34%
Promotional

Funds 2%

1000000 1-100000 2525 1616 858.50 50.50

1100000 100001-200000 2625 1680 892.50 52.50

1200000 200001-300000 2725 1744 926.50 54.50

1300000 300001-400000 2825 1808 960.50 56.50

1400000 400001-500000 2925 1872 994.50 58.50

1500000 500001-600000 3025 1936 1028.50 60.50

1600000 600001-700000 3125 2000 1062.50 62.50

1700000 700001-800000 3225 2064 1096.50 64.50

1800000 800001-900000 3325 2128 1130.50 66.50

1900000 900001-1000000 3425 2192 1164.50 68.50

2000000 1000001-1100000 3425 2192 1164.50 68.50

2000000 1100001-1200000 3325 2128 1130.50 66.50

2000000 1200001-1300000 3225 2064 1096.50 64.50

2000000 1300001-1400000 3125 2000 1062.50 62.50

2000000 1400001-1500000 3025 1936 1028.50 60.50

2000000 1500001-1600000 2925 1872 994.50 58.50

2000000 1600001-1700000 2825 1808 960.50 56.50

2000000 1700001-1800000 2725 1744 926.50 54.50

2000000 1800001-1900000 2625 1680 892.50 52.50

2000000 1900001-2000000 2525 1616 858.50 50.50

GSP Coin Whitepaper

COIN DISTRIBUTION
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 BENEFITS 

Scalability is a term that is
regularly used in the

blockchain realm.
Computer processes can

be used or generated in an
infinite number of ways.
GSPC  demonstrates the

validity of stake protocols.
Greater scalability is

achieved through
increasing transaction

outputs and reducing fees.

When it comes to security and
privacy, GSPC excels because
of his fast and stable gateway

that is backed up with his
ecosystem, making him superior

to others.
 

Those that hold and
control their digital

wealth gain
incentives.

 

ScalabilityStrong security
Earnings from

passive sources



Similar to how physical mining requires substantial efforts, mining digital

assets demand computational power. As the name implies, a mining pool is a

group of miners. Individual miners agree to combine their computational

power and work together to increase the chances of solving puzzles faster

to access mining rewards. If the pool succeeds in finding a solution, they

share rewards amongst the members. Each member receives rewards in

proportion to their contribution to the pool. A mining pool acts as a

coordinator and assigns work units to all the members of the group. The

mining pool work involves managing members’ hashes, recording the work

performed by each member, and distributing rewards. Each miner receives

unique work units to avoid overlapping. 

Smartnodes are responsible for storing and executing smart contracts,

having nodes handle contracts rather than adding them to blocks greatly

reduces the chances of scaling issues, like Ethereum has been experiencing.

In addition this also allows larger smart contracts and a wider variety of

languages that can be used to create them.

You can find the list of mining pools to mine GSPC on Mining Pool Stats.

Mining Pool Stats:

https://miningpoolstats.stream/gspcoin

GSP Coin Whitepaper

MINING AND SMARTNODE

https://miningpoolstats.stream/gspcoin


Our payments platform is designed to increase conversion and reduce fraud

at every step of the payment flow. Get access to streamlined checkout flows,

fraud prevention, issuer-level optimizations, and more so that you can focus

on building the next big thing. Activating payment mode exclusive to GSPC

on all our business platforms  instead of USD is our key target in last quarter

of 2022. 

GSP Coin Whitepaper
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OUR MISSION IS AS FOLLOWS

GSPC’s mission is to provide a decentralized, user-friendly

platform that is highly secure, enabling users to earn high-risk-

adjusted returns.

As our customer base grows, we must be able to do everything we

want to do in the market. This coin will give us the ability to do it

all with more flexibility, ease of access and fewer restrictions on

geographical location.

Our goal is to develop GSP as a widely available, widely accepted

method of trading digital ads tokens.

The primary goal is to pay the suppliers and accept payment from

clients in GSP Coin instead of using the USD.

GSP Coin Whitepaper

OUR MISSION
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WHY CHOOSE GSPC ?

Using the GSP network, users can
easily submit material, sign it, and make
money from it. You shouldn't give away
your material so that companies may
benefit from it. It's time to reclaim
power.

Because our engineers care deeply
about privacy and security, GSP Network
will never use or sell the data of its
users. We don't want to resemble the
vast majority of social media sites. Only
you have access to your personal
information.

Transactions have no intermediary
institutions or government involvement,
the costs of transacting are kept very
low. Additionally, any transfer happens
very quickly, eliminating the
Inconvenience of typical authorization
and waiting period requirements.

Users Value Focus

Secured User Data Interference Free
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COIN DETAILS

 
   Coin Name - GSP COIN                  

Symbol - GSPC
Total Supply   -
6,000,000,000

Algorithm: Ghostrider
Initial Block Reward: 2525
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TOKENOMICS

Miner
64%

Smartnode
34%

Promotional
2%

Premined
0.833%
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ROADMAP

Getting listed on:

Launching Global Smtp Mail which is
still in development.
Activating payment mode exclusive
to GSPC on all our business
platforms mentioned below instead
of USD.
Global Ads Media | Global Social
Post | Global Smtp Mail

      Coinmarketcap
      Coingecko
      Coinpaprika

Generate Genesis Block.
Developing Wallets (Linux,
Windows, MacOs)
Launch Explorer.
Discoverable on Social
Media and Bitcointalk.
Activating Mining Pools.
Getting Listed on
Exchanges.
Launch Whitepaper.
Android Wallet.

Q4 -2022

Q1 -2023
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EXCHANGES

Bitoreum Exchange
GSPC/USDT - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt

GSPC/BTC - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcbtc
GSPC/BTRM - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcbtrm

GSPC/LTC - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcltc
GSPC/DOGE - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcdoge

 

Exbitron Exchange
GSPC/USDT - https://www.exbitron.com/trading/gspcusdt

GSPC/BTC - https://www.exbitron.com/trading/gspcbtc
GSPC/EXTO - https://www.exbitron.com/trading/gspcexto

 

https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcbtc
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcbtrm
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcltc
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcdoge
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt


Coin Distribution
Coin Symbol: GSPC

Total Coin Distribution: 6B (6,000,000,000)
Premined- 0.833333%
Algorithm: Ghostrider

Initial Block Reward: 2525
Average Block Time: 240 seconds / 4 minutes

Smartnode Rewards Activation: 5000 Blocks + 10 active Smartnodes
Block Reward Distribution:

Miner- 64%
Smartnode- 34%

Promotional and Community rewards- 2%
Below mentioned is changes in rewards distribution every 100k blocks:

Every 100k blocks rewards will increase by 100 until we reach 1100000 blocks.
After 1100000 blocks every 100k blocks rewards will start decreasing by 100 till

2000000 blocks. Smartnode Collateral will start from 1m (1,000,000) from block 5000
till 100000, similarly every 100k blocks collateral will increase by 100k till 1100000

blocks. After that it will remain constant till the last block 2000000.
 

Wallet Download: https://github.com/gamgsp/gspcoin/releases
Github Source: https://github.com/gamgsp/gspcoin

Explorer: https://explorer.globalsocialpost.com/
 

Exchanges:
Bitoreum Exchange

GSPC/USDT - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt
GSPC/BTC - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcbtc

GSPC/BTRM - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcbtrm
GSPC/LTC - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcltc

GSPC/DOGE - https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcdoge
Exbitron Exchange

GSPC/USDT - https://www.exbitron.com/trading/gspcusdt
GSPC/BTC - https://www.exbitron.com/trading/gspcbtc

GSPC/EXTO - https://www.exbitron.com/trading/gspcexto
 

Mining Pool Stats:
https://miningpoolstats.stream/gspcoin

 
Follow Us:

Twitter: https://twitter.com/gspcoin
Discord: https://discord.gg/Anh2sr4txV

Telegram: https://t.me/gspc_gspcoin

https://github.com/gamgsp/gspcoin/releases
https://github.com/gamgsp/gspcoin
https://explorer.globalsocialpost.com/
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcusdt
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcbtc
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcbtrm
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcltc
https://www.bitoreum.exchange/trading/gspcdoge
https://www.exbitron.com/trading/gspcusdt
https://www.exbitron.com/trading/gspcbtc
https://www.exbitron.com/trading/gspcexto
https://miningpoolstats.stream/gspcoin
https://twitter.com/gspcoin
https://discord.gg/Anh2sr4txV
https://t.me/gspc_gspcoin

